
Steps of the Writing Process 2021 
 
First of all, unmistakably quite possibly the most important things to make an astonishing model is the 
capacity to compose a solid snare toward its start. This specific segment ought to continually bring an 
interest or interest and make your crowd need to continue understanding what's coming straightaway 
"essay writer". It has been proven by numerous studies that attention span of people nowadays decreased 
significantly compared with ten years ago as well as it sinking day after day.  

  

 
  
 
The main idea of your essay must be smart and full of interest, so that people pay attention to what they 
are reading through the particular body part. The majority doesn't like boring stuff and won't spend valuable 
time for it unless it is something important or worth taking time for. Thus, try making your example 
different from others by creating something unique and using an amusing quote in order to make it more 
interesting. 
  
The body part of your essay is the most important one just because everything else in your paper and on 

how strong and interesting it is. It implies that without an interesting thought-provoking example no one will 
read its conclusion no less think over it. As for the matter how, you should write a body part, it differs 
depending on what type of example you are going to create: if it is a comparative or argumentative essay, 
then mention all the arguments and facts in order of importance. For instance, let us say that you are trying 
at arguing against adult smoking control. Then don't focus on other aspects rather than its negative effects 
on different people who surround smokers like children and spouses as well as try avoiding any positive 
impact this habit may have had for someone's health. Just prove that no good comes from this activity 
unless soul destroying addiction. 
  
Next, make sure that your examples are logical in the context of the whole paper. This is one of the most 
essential things you should do so that other people can follow and understand your points better as well as 
they won't get confused with some information which doesn't relate to anything or means nothing at all for 

them. 
  
The conclusion part of your essay is the last one. Therefore, it would be best if you could provide a clear 
picture for other people by doing a proper summary and evaluation of what you have written in your paper 
as well as analyzing some possible implications which may arise from that particular idea. Be original and 
don't give out the same type of things others have said before for they can get annoyed or something 
unpleasant happens to them while reading through such an essay "essay writing service". Thus, if you are 
going to write about smoking control being negative, then try not just mentioning different arguments 
against this activity. Try structuring your arguments by using such phrases like "on the one hand" and "(on) 
the other hand ", so that it would be easier for them to read through what you've written in an easy 
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manner. Thus, if someone reads a body part of your essay, then he or she will have either on their hands 
positive impact this habit may have had for someone's health or negative ones 

 


